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COMMENTARY

Resilient communities: sustainabilities in transition

Stewart Barr∗ and Patrick Devine-Wright

School of Geography, University of Exeter, Exeter, UK

In this brief commentary, we focus on the notion of resilient communities in developed
nations through the lens of social, economic and individual “transitions”. In so doing, we
aim to chart the trajectory of the shifts between “thinking global and acting local” and
the new emphasis is being placed on reactions to ecological and economic threats in
particular localities. We do this initially by outlining three changes that have occurred
in many communities in the last 20 years that mark shifts in the conceptual,
pragmatic and political responses to sustainability before considering the ways in
which resilience, as a conceptual device, has been deployed in a particular niche
alongside other reactions to global change, such as vulnerability, mitigation and
adaptation. The commentary will then examine the ways in which pathways to
resilience are being shaped through the evolving discourse of transition, which is
rapidly becoming the vehicle for accelerating a sense of community resilience in
Western nations. Through an exploration of transition, we will provide some
reflections on the potential opportunities and challenges for creating resilient and
sustainable communities in an age of climate change and “Peak Oil”.
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Resilient communities: sustainabilities in transition

The lexicon of sustainability is forever in development, but few words can so clearly mark
out the change that has occurred in the ways some communities1 in developed nations have
come to view the shifting environmental and economic conditions in the early twenty-first
century. “Resilience” marks the change that some within communities are making between
apparently altruistic and ecologically motivated reactions to global environmental change to
a situation where concerns are focusing more on the pragmatism of greater self-interest and
survivability that, in theory at least, should mark a period of transition for people and places
(Dale and Newman 2006). Indeed, it is the very notion of “transition” that is used to create a
viable pathway for achieving community resilience, focusing as it does on not only social
and economic changes, but also on transitions for the inner-self. Such a trajectory in devel-
oped nations should and must not detract from the importance of resilience as a both a con-
ceptual and pragmatic device embedded and embodied in places and practices in many
developing nations, where resilience is framed by ever-present economic and environ-
mental shocks that have the power to threaten life itself. Nonetheless, in this brief commen-
tary, we focus on the notion of resilient communities in developed nations through the lens
of social, economic and individual “transitions”. In so doing, we aim to chart the trajectory
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of the shifts between “thinking global and acting local” and the new emphasis being placed
on reactions to ecological and economic threats in particular localities. In so doing, we
outline three changes that have occurred in many communities in the last 20 years that
mark shifts in the conceptual, pragmatic and political responses to sustainability. We will
consider the ways in which resilience, as a conceptual device, has been deployed in a par-
ticular niche alongside other reactions to global change, such as vulnerability, mitigation
and adaptation. The commentary will then examine the ways in which pathways to
resilience are being shaped through the evolving discourse of transition, which is rapidly
becoming the vehicle for accelerating a sense of community resilience in Western
nations. Through a critical exploration of transition, we will provide some reflections on
the potential opportunities and challenges for creating resilient and sustainable communities
in an age of climate change and “Peak Oil”.

The notion of resilience

As we outlined in the introduction, to believe that we have somehow discovered resilience
in an age of environmentalism and sustainability is clearly misleading and a rapid overview
of the literature of “resilient communities” would not point towards reactions to Peak Oil or
climate change, but rather the challenges of natural hazards, disaster management and
disease prevention (Bernard 2005, Cohen et al. 2010). Nonetheless, over the last 20
years, resilience has become an important and inseparable part of the sustainable commu-
nities agenda in developed nations (Dale and Newman 2006).

The term “resilience” has its origins in the natural sciences (Adger 2000) and refers to
the ability of systems to cope with shocks or major changes in external circumstances. As
Adger (2000) has noted, there are clear similarities between the natural and social configur-
ations of resilience, and therefore in social terms resilience is the

. . . ability of a system, from individual people to whole communities, to hold together and
maintain their ability to function in the face of change and shocks from outside. (Hopkins
2008, p. 12)

In this sense, resilience is clearly different from other strategies associated with social
responses to global environmental challenges. Clearly, it has components of reaction and
prevention that attempt to build up strength within communities to deal with external
shocks. In this way, it may involve measures aimed at mitigation (prevention) and adap-
tation (one form of reactionism), but resilience is also an active, community-based, intern-
ally driven and holistic approach that should, in theory, provide greater protection against
external shocks. In this way, resilience in a community context is concerned less with a
desired end state, but rather

By shifting focus away from an ultimate end goal of sustainability, to an ongoing process of
enhancing resilience, managers, planners, council members, and residents can examine the
community in its entirety, the interrelations among the various elements within a community,
and how these elements collectively enhance community resilience and ultimately move a
community toward sustainability. (Callaghan and Colton 2008, pp. 932–933)

From sustainability to resilience?

Taking an overview of local sustainability in the developed world in 2011, one could be
forgiven for assuming that sustainability has been comprehensively over-taken by the
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language, if not substance, of resilience. Yet rather than resilience having emerged from
nowhere to become the “new” sustainability, we need to initially recognise that as a
form of living out sustainability, resilience is a term that embodies the numerous ways
that communities adapt to changing social, economic and environmental contexts (Dale
and Newman 2006, Callaghan and Colton 2008). To this extent, although resilience in
the sustainability context has been a relatively emergent theme in academic writings, it
has been ever-present in the daily practices, routines, strategies and policies of communities
as they meet the challenges of major social and economic adjustment in a post-industrial
world (Agyeman et al. 2003, Reich et al. 2010). That stated, the recent upsurge of interest
in resilience clearly emanates from a sense that social, technical and economic adaptations
will be required at a local level to guard against the impacts of global issues such as climate
change and Peak Oil, an issue that we outline in more depth below (Hopkins 2008). In this
context, we can identify three important shifts that have occurred in local sustainability over
the last 20 years that mark out a set of emergent transitions in community sustainability.

First, in charting the development of “resilience” as a term, we note the thematic shift in
discourses of community sustainability from ill-defined and poorly communicated notions
of global environmental concern to the specific and place-based threats posed by climate
change and Peak Oil. When the United Nations (1992) published its Agenda 21 document,
there was a palpable sense that “communities” were being encouraged to look outwards to
“Think Global and Act Local” (Hinchliffe 1996, Collins 2004). In this sense, the specifics
of place and community were largely irrelevant to the argument for change – all commu-
nities need to mitigate against global environmental problems for the good of the global
community. In this way, the local was conceived as the most appropriate scale to encourage
change for the benefit of the global commons (Meacher 2002). Yet new forms of commu-
nity resilience are now partly reversing these messages, putting forward the argument that
communities need to look inward and, in celebrating the uniqueness of place, insulate their
communities against the (inevitable) onset of global change. In this sense, there is a re-
defining of space through the guarding and celebration of the local “commons” and, to a
certain extent, a withdrawing from the responsibility of individuals and communities
towards the global commons.

Closely related to the shift from global to local concerns is a second trend, which high-
lights the ways in which local community approaches to sustainability have shifted from
modes of simple reaction and activism to new practices of resilience and pragmatism
through the establishment of locally situated responses to externalised global pressures.
Many of the early exhortations of Local Agenda 21 campaigns were characterised by pro-
moting practices that lacked local context or spatial specificity (Tuxworth 1996, Morris
1999), for example, the widespread roll-out of recycling initiatives that often adopted a
“one-size-fits-all” model of resource management and public participation. With the
growing emphasis on resilience, there is a renewed focus on exploring the vulnerabilities
of communities and the likely changes that will be required to make communities more resi-
lient through locally specific practices of pragmatism that maintain the integrity of local
resources, skills and expertise. In this way, promoting resilience necessitates a spatially
and socially situated approach to assessing vulnerabilities and resultant strategies for
change.

Third, new practices of resilience and pragmatism mark a change in the governance of
sustainability, one that has shifted from national level, state-led “initiatives” that prescribed
local community responses to a situation where local communities can now begin to frame
their own agendas through a renewed focus on forms of consensus decision-making (as an
aspiration, if not a reality). As authors such as Selman and Parker (1997, 1999) noted in the
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late 1990s, a considerable amount of sustainability activity in communities focused on the
roll-out and promotion of plans derived largely from local authorities, lending them a form
of official endorsement from the political establishment. Yet the growth in Transition Town
movements across Europe and North America has led to attempts to “de-politicise” (in a
party political sense) community responses to major environmental challenges and
spawned the use of approaches such as Open Space events and consensus-based
decision-making tools that seek to provide inclusivity and legitimation. In this way, tran-
sition movements are new social, rather than state-led, movements and represent an
attempt to create a participant driven and thus “bottom-up” democratic process, a charac-
teristic which perhaps marks them out from recent state-initiated policies to create a so-
called “Big Society” in the UK to promote community-led action (Cabinet Office 2010).
Such movements are, of course, not without their own politics (as we shall see below),
but they seek to build community resilience by legitimation and consensus. It is, therefore,
to this very specific but increasingly prolific form of community resilience that we now turn
our attention.

Sustainabilities in transition

The term “transition” has emerged as a particular framing of community resilience and is
implicated with the emergent notion of Peak Oil (Deffeyes 2001) that continues to generate
considerable debate in the scientific and economic communities (Graefe 2009). In brief, the
contention is that either recently or in the near future, global oil production will peak and the
era of cheap oil (and its attendant products) will slowly fade away. Thus, the “peak” is just
that, the maximum extraction of economically available resource, rather than a sudden and
catastrophic decline in production. Accordingly, advocates of transition (Hopkins 2008)
argue that because individuals and communities have become so reliant on oil for basic ser-
vices such as cheap commodities, reliably available global foods and seemingly hyper-
levels of mobility, any reduction in cheaply available fuel will result in a series of price
and availability shocks as a new “world order” emerges. It is to these shocks which com-
munities must become resilient and, in so doing, they can also create capacity to tackle the
other, related, issue of the moment: global climate change. Transition is, therefore, con-
cerned with giving communities the skills, competencies and, some argue, values to live
in a world of increased fuel scarcity and the potential de-globalisation in trade and commod-
ities which such a form of scarcity might bring about.

In exploring transition movements, we focus here on our experiences of action research
with such organisations in the UK through a 2-year Arts and Humanities Research Council-
(AHRC) funded project, but the transition movement does, of course, need to be placed into
geographical context. Although transition is a term that has some conceptual underpinnings
in Hopkins’ (2008) Transition Handbook, it is not a term that universally encompasses
attempts to promote community resilience in the light of issues such as Peak Oil and
climate change. There are variations within and beyond transition and because these are
place-based movements, geography is implicated throughout their constitution and practice.
However, there are certain pragmatic commonalities that are to be found in most transition
initiatives, including an emphasis on energy descent planning,2 local food growing and
community-supported agriculture, reduced consumption and a reliance on local procure-
ment, environmentally sustainable mobility, and active discussion of transition through
regular community meetings and open space events.

In turn, the characteristics of transition groups as new forms of resilient communities
have certain conceptual similarities. First and foremost, transition is implicated with the
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notion of community. As Hopkins (2008) notes, community is the central building block of
resilience through the notion that shared values and visions can be realised through partly
re-discovering a lost age of co-operation and also fostering a renewed sense of place that
celebrates the local. In this way, the term community has become somewhat romanticised
through forms of nostalgia and has been cast as universally positive in its invocation by
transition advocates who view it as the most appropriate scale to effect social change.
Accordingly, exhortations to join transition, like the following excerpt from Village
Vancouver’s website (Village Vancouver 2011) are typical

Have a desire to advance ecological sustainability, community self-reliance, and social well-
being in Vancouver? To grow more food? To connect with others in your community to
create positive local responses to things like climate disruption, depletion of natural resources,
and economic instability?

This extract highlights a second conceptual commonality amongst transition groups, which
relates to a re-connection of people with nature. Accordingly, many transition groups have
focused on food as a key access point for engaging individuals in building-up resilience to
the potential instabilities in food markets in an era after Peak Oil. In this way, some in the
transition movement have emphasised not only the economic and social value of local food
economies, but also the intrinsic value of becoming re-connected with nature. As Macy and
Brown (1998) have argued, there is a sense that the separation of humans from nature in a
“. . . mechanistic view of reality” (p. 61) is to blame for our current state of peril, and thus re-
finding our ability to work alongside nature (from growing allotment vegetables to perma-
culture to composting) lies at the heart of successful transition. Such a view characterises a
third commonality, the notion of “inner transition”, transition of the self. Those starting off
in transition groups are often pointed towards Johnstone’s (2006) Find Your Power, in
which positive thinking is regarded as a way of bringing about major social change. In prag-
matic terms, transition groups are characterised by finding solutions to the challenge of
Peak Oil, but in many instances the greatest resilience for the community is, it is argued,
to be found in an inner changing of the self that becomes open to change and alive to
the possibilities of new ways of living in a post-transition world. Such inner transitions
are also about the change towards a more resilient form of governance and decision-
making. In this way, the work of transition is about stripping away hierarchy and encoura-
ging participation through consensus decision-making and providing open spaces for ideas
and collaboration. Accordingly, transition also relies on inclusivity and a collective sense of
purpose and values to drive forward action.

Challenges for resilient communities in transition

The transition movement is clearly only one example of steps taken towards the creation
of resilient communities in an age of climate change and Peak Oil. Yet as a fast growing
initiative3 that has particular pragmatic and conceptual characteristics, it is worth reflecting
on the likely challenges that this movement will face both now and in a future defined by
increasing scarcity.

The first challenge is centered on achieving what so many in the transition movement
would argue is a fundamental pre-requisite for attaining a low carbon society. Reducing
consumption and, by definition, the need to consume at current levels is clearly something
that resilient communities must achieve to resist the predicted shocks that could occur in an
era of scarcity. Yet despite attempts to re-connect people with nature and to generate an
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inner transition that places less reliance on consumption, it is questionable how far tran-
sition groups can get within existing socio-political frames. Despite the calls of authors
such as Jackson (2009) and the work of think tanks like the New Economics Foundation
(2008), it seems likely that the cautious attempts to measure social well-being (National
Statistics 2011) and find new ways of measuring “happiness” and quality of life beyond
economic measures like GDP are at best marginal gestures and that there is little prospect
of changing our basic economic system from its current Neo-liberal state. Accordingly, it
seems likely that for the vast majority of the population, resilience plays second fiddle to
the everyday acts of consumption that define us as practicing, mainstream members of a
high-consumption society.

The second challenge is, therefore, to examine the appeal of resilience as a notion in
itself for the majority of the population in the communities that have transition groups.
Both Peak Oil and climate change are heavily contested topics, with which there is
limited public engagement and often outright scepticism. Proponents of transition and
wider attempts to engage the public in sustainability, therefore, need to consider the very
logic, from a consumption perspective, of highlighting the ecological challenges ahead
when these are so contested. As some environmental social scientists have begun to
argue (Shove 2010), “environment” holds little resonance to everyday practices and, there-
fore, the potential for change, apart from amongst a few enthusiastic campaigners. A poten-
tially more significant role is, therefore, for transition groups to more directly tackle the
challenges of the current economic downturn and price increases as a way in to open up
discussions over scarcity and community economic resilience, as some groups are now
doing.

A third challenge is that of vision. Transition groups are encouraged to use visioning as
a technique for creating new, positive futures post-transition (Hopkins 2008). Yet our under-
standing of any post-transition world (where communities are able to live sustainably
without a reliance on oil and other fossil fiuels) is wanting. Partly this stems from our con-
ceptual understanding of what a sustainable community might constitute. Questions of
scale, political power, democracy boundaries and authority abound and are overlain by
the essential issue of who is included and, by definition, who is not . . . and who decides.
In considering resilient communities, therefore, we need to question whether resilience is
universal or selective, a right, or something earned. The likelihood is that, as Dennis and
Urry (2009) have recently argued, any transition away from an oil-based economy is
likely to be politically troublesome and highly divisive. Resilient communities may, there-
fore, emerge, but their constitution may not be a form of Utopian or romanticised local pas-
toralism, but rather constitute a resilience based on power, prestige, position and influence
that could ultimately lead to a dystopian future marked out by inward-looking and even
“gated” forms of community.

Conclusion: an uncertain transition

Although researchers and practitioners have talked about sustainable communities for over
20 years and about resilience for nearly as long, we need to acknowledge that the changes in
our communities have been relatively modest thus far. That is not to reduce the importance
of what has happened, but rather to stress the significance of what remains to be done. There
is little doubt that resilience is a driving force in the sustainable communities agenda and
much of that is down to the notion of creating a transition. This has spawned real change
within the social and physical, and sometimes economic, fabric of our communities. Yet
it is all too easy to get swept up in the excitement of community resilience and transition,
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to believe that major social change is happening. For the majority of people in those
communities with transition movements, the everyday practices of consumption continue.
Resilience is still, therefore, the concern of the few and is often characterised as a middle-
class niche pursuit for the ecologically minded. Indeed, we cannot say here whether in 20
years time we will be any further ahead in creating resilient communities in the way that
those in transition groups have framed such communities. What we would forecast is
that if the predictions of climate change and oil scarcity become realised, there is likely
to be a diverse geography of resilience within and between communities that maps onto
existing social, economic and political systems and inequalities.
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Notes
1. In this review, we focus on the commonly applied notion of communities of place in which

geographical scale is utilised as the framing device, but it should be recognised that virtual
communities of resilience and resistance have also emerged as responses to climate change
and ‘Peak Oil’ through communities of interest that are not place-based.

2. Energy Descent Planning (Hopkins 2008) refers to a community-based strategy for both reducing
energy use through limiting consumption and energy efficiencies, as well as switching reliance
towards renewable forms of energy production.

3. For example, in the USA, there are now 103 Transition initiatives, with 54 million Americans
living in communities with a transition group (Transition Network 2011).
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